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Abstract. We provide a framework for modeling and analyzing both qualitative
and quantitative aspects of mobile ad hoc network (MANET) protocols above
the data-link layer. We extend Restricted Broadcast Process Theory [11,9]: delay
functions are assigned to actions, while the semantics captures the interplay of a
MANET protocol with stochastic behavior of the data-link and physical layer, and
the dynamic topology. A continuous-time Markov chain is derived from our se-
mantic model by resolving non-determinism, using the notion of weak Markovian
network bisimilarity. The framework is applied to a leader election algorithm.
Keywords: Ad hoc protocol, Cross layer performance evaluation, Stochastic
process algebra, Markovian model.
1 Introduction
In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), nodes communicate with each other using wire-
less transceivers which are unreliable. Nodes move arbitrarily and the topology of the
network changes dynamically. MANET protocols should be able to tolerate faults that
may arise due to unreliable wireless communication and changes in the underlying
topology, while quality of service metrics in benchmarks should be satisfied. There-
fore a unified framework for the verification and evaluation of MANET protocols can
alleviate the complexity in the design process of such protocols.
We introduced Restricted Broadcast Process Theory (RBPT) in [11,9] to specify and
verify MANET protocols, taking into account mobility. Here we extend this frame-
work to Stochastic RBPT (SRBPT), to evaluate properties of MANET protocols above
the data-link layer. Performance evaluation of MANET protocols depends on physical
characteristics of the nodes, the underlying dynamic topology of the network, the pro-
tocol behavior itself, and its collaboration with data-link layer protocols. The physical
characteristics of nodes and their underlying topology define whether two nodes can
communicate, while data-link layer protocols define how fast nodes can communicate.
To study the cross-layer performance of protocols above the data-link layer, an ab-
stract model of the MAC protocol is used. The MAC protocol at the data-link layer
manages transmissions of a node to reduce their collisions with other possible ones oc-
curring in the vicinity. This abstract model may specify the aggregated behavior of the
MAC protocols of an arbitrary number of nodes in terms of some delay functions like
[19] or the behavior of a single MAC protocol from the point view of upper-layer pro-
tocols as a queue with a limited capacity of K and service time equal to MAC response
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time TMac like [24]. To provide a compositional framework for evaluating MANETs,
we choose the latter approach and then unfold the behavior of a MANET protocol de-
ployed at a node, at the semantic level in terms of its interaction with its underlying
MAC protocol [12]. To enhance the non-compositional framework of [12] with mod-
ular specification and analysis of MANETs, we provide a process algebra with more
expressive power in defining the timing behavior of protocols. This process algebra
follows the lines of RBPT [10] in syntax and the model of [12] in semantics.
The effect of physical and the dynamic underlying topology can be captured through
the probability that a node receives a message successfully (Prcv ), and the probability
that a communication link exists between two nodes (PUP ) with an identical mobil-
ity behavior. To remedy the effect of mobility on MAC layer performance factors like
response time, we assume networks of nodes with an identical MAC layer and mo-
bility model. Therefore, SRBPT semantic model is parameterized by mentioned four
parameters: K , TMac , Prcv and PUP . We capture the interplay of all these parameters
in the operational semantics. Due to the existence of internal immediate actions (with
zero delay), probabilistic and non-deterministic choice coexist in the semantics. Non-
deterministic choices of a model can be resolved by means of our weak Markovian
network bisimilarity, a congruence relation on labeled multi-transition systems, while
the performance measures of the model are preserved. We explain when and how a
Markov chain can be derived from the specification of a MANET.
With this unified framework, one can first verify the correctness of a MANET speci-
fied in RBPT. Then one can specify appropriate action delays and semantics parameters
to evaluate the quality of service metrics of a MANET protocol deployed on a specific
data-link layer in a dynamic network. We illustrate the applicability of our framework
by the analysis of a leader election protocol for MANETs [27].
Related works. PEPA, a stochastic process algebra, has been exploited to investigate
the performance of backoff algorithms in ad hoc protocols [25] and the performance of
WiFi protocol in configurations that the IEEE 802.11i does not guarantee the fairness
for channel access [20]. PRISM have been used in the verification of MANET proto-
cols like the Bluetooth device discovery [5], the MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11 [22],
the IEEE 1394 root contention protocol [4], and the ZeroConf dynamic configuration
protocol for IPv4 link-local addresses [21]. These protocols (except ZeroConf) mainly
belong to the data-link layer, so the effect of the data-link layer and the dynamic topol-
ogy are not considered. The wireless communication modeled in these works is either
point-to-point or unreliable, while collisions that occur during a transmission are mod-
eled and the underlying topology is considered fixed. However, modeling collisions
(which are handled by MAC protocols) or point-to-point communication is not appeal-
ing for performance evaluation of MANET protocols (above the data-link layer). On
the other hand, non-blocking and topology-dependent behaviors intrinsic in wireless
communication, called local broadcast, cannot be modeled by CSP-like parallel com-
position in PEPA and PRISM in a modular way [7]. The only framework tailored to
performance evaluation of wireless protocols (which can be used for MANETs) is [8].
That framework is more suitable for protocols beneath the data-link layer, since it only
considers the physical characteristics of nodes and their underlying topology (which is
static), and not the effect of the data-link layer.
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2 Evaluation Factors
As explained in Sect. 1, performance evaluation of protocols (above the data-link layer)
depends on data-link and physical layer protocols and the underlying dynamic topology
of the network. These factors are taken into account in our semantic model in [12]:
– (TMac, K) specifying the abstract data-link layer model: when a protocol has data
to be transmitted, it delivers its message to its underlying data-link layer. The mes-
sage is inserted in the queue of the node’s data-link layer if the queue is not full, and
messages in this queue are transmitted with an average delay equal to the average
response time TMac of the data-link layer, i.e., the average time a message spends
in a data-link layer queue, waiting to be transmitted or being transmitted.
– PUP abstracting the dynamic underlying topology: we assume nodes move under
an identical mobility model. Therefore in the steady-state, the probability that a
link exists between two arbitrary nodes can be computed as explained in [23] for
a mobility model (see also [12]). Generally speaking, the higher PUP , the more
successful communication.
– Prcv abstracting physical layer protocols: a node located in the transmission range
of a sender will receive its messages successfully with a probability Prcv . In [8], this
probability is computed by taking distance, signal strength and interference of other
nodes into account, while [28] incorporates channel and radio parameters such as
the path loss exponent and shadowing variance of the channel, and modulation
and encoding of the radio. So this parameter provides an abstraction from physical
characteristics of nodes, physical layer protocols and noise from the environment.
It should be noted that when the data-link layer of a node like  broadcasts, it communi-
cates to ′ with probability Prcv × PUP if there is a communication link between them
(the link is UP) and ′ successfully receives. Otherwise either despite the readiness of
′ to receive, there is no communication link between them (the link was DOWN), or
the link was UP but ′ received noisy data. Therefore  does not communicate to ′ with
probability 1− Prcv × PUP . If ′ was not ready to receive,  does not communicate to
′ with probability 1. We encode these concerns in the semantics: to each transition a
probability is assigned (which is multiplied with the rate of the transition).
3 Stochastic RBPT
Network protocols (in particular MANET protocols) rely on data. To separate the
manipulation of data from processes, we make use of abstract data types [6]. Data is
specified by equational specifications: one can declare data types (so-called sorts) and
functions working upon these data types, and describe the meaning of these functions
by equational axioms. Following of μCRL [15], Stochastic Restricted Broadcast Pro-
cess Theory (SRBPT) is provided with equational abstract data types. The semantics of
the data part (of a specification), denoted by ID, is defined as in [15]. It should contain
Bool , the booleans, with distinct T and F constants. We assume the data sorts Bool and
Nat , the natural numbers, with the standard operations on them.
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We mention some notations used in the definition of the formal syntax of SRBPT.
Let D denote a data sort; u, v and d range over closed and open data terms of sort D,
respectively. The functions eq : D ×D and if : Bool ×D ×D are defined for all data
sorts D. The former only returns T if its two data parameters are semantically equal.
The latter returns the first argument if the boolean parameter equals T , and otherwise
the second argument. d[d1/d2] denotes substitution of d2 by d1 in data term d; this ex-
tends to substitution in process terms. Loc denotes a finite set of addresses, ranged over
by , which represent hardware addresses of nodes. Msg denotes a set of message types
communicated over a network and ranged over by m. Messages are parameterized with
data; w.l.o.g. we let all messages have exactly one such parameter.Ap denotes a count-
ably infinite set of protocol names which are used in recursive process specifications.
3.1 Actions: Types and Rates
Each action in SRBPT is a pair (α, r) where α is the action name and r the rate. A
process performs two types of actions: sending and receiving a message. The rate in-
dicates the speed at which the action occurs from the viewpoint of the data-link layer.
According to their rates, actions are classified as active and passive. Active actions have
as rate either a positive real number or . A positive real number denotes the parameter
of the exponentially distributed random variable specifying the duration of the action.
Such actions are called delayable. The rate denotes immediate actions; either they are
irrelevant from a performance point of view, or they have duration zero. Passive actions
have an undefined rate, denoted by ⊥. The duration of a passive action is fixed only by
synchronizing it with an active action. Send actions are active while receive actions are
passive. Restriction of the duration of active actions to exponential distributions enables
us to define in SRBPT the classical interleaving semantics for the parallel composition
operator, i.e. local broadcast, and to derive a Markov chain from the semantic model.
3.2 Syntax
The syntax of SRBPT is:
t ::= 0 | (α, r).t | t + t | [b]t  t | ∑d:D t | A(d), A(v : D)
def
= t | [[t]] | t ‖ t.
A process can be a deadlock, modeled by 0. A process (α, r).t performs action α with
rate r ∈ {,⊥} ∪ IR>0 and then behaves as t. An action α can be a send snd(m(d))
or a receive rcv(m(d)). A process t1 + t2 behaves non-deterministically as t1 or t2. A
conditional command [b]t1  t2 defines process behavior based on the data term b of sort
Bool ; if it evaluates to T in the data semantics the process behaves as t1, and otherwise
as t2. Summation
∑
d:D t, which binds the name d in t, defines a non-deterministic
choice among t[u/d] for all closed u ∈ D. A process is specified by A(d : D) def= t
where A ∈ Ap is a protocol name and d a variable name that appears free in t, meaning
that it is not within the scope of a sum operator in t. We restrict to process specifications
in which each occurrence of an A(d) in t is within the scope of an action prefix. The
simplest form of a MANET is a node, represented by the deployment operator [[t]]; it
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denotes process t deployed at network address . A MANET can be composed from
MANETs using ‖; the MANETs communicate with each other by restricted broadcast.
We only consider well-defined SRBPT terms, meaning that processes deployed at
a network address, called protocols, are defined by action prefix, choice, summation,
conditional, and protocol names:
– If t ≡ rcv(m(d)).t′, then it is in the context of a ∑d:D, which is in the context of
a deployment operator. Furthermore, t′ should be well-defined.
– If t ≡ snd(m(d)).t1 or t ≡ t1 + t2 or t ≡ [b]t1  t2 or t ≡
∑
d:D t1, then it occurs
in the scope of a deployment operator, and t1 and t2 are well-defined.
– If t ≡ A(d), then it occurs in the the scope of a deployment operator, and A(d :
D)
def
= t′ where t′ doesn’t contain a parallel or deployment operator.
– If t ≡ t1 ‖ t2 or t ≡ [[t1]], then t isn’t in the scope of a deployment operator, and
t1 and t2 are well-defined.
3.3 Execution Mechanisms and Formal Semantics
Our semantics captures the interplay between network layer protocols and the under-
lying topology as explained in Sect. 2 such that compositionality is maintained. The
state of a MANET node is defined by the state of its deployed protocol [[t]] and of its
data-link layer Qi, denoted by [[t]] : Qi. The latter denotes the state of the queue with
capacity K , containing i messages: Qi = m1(u1) · . . . ·mi(ui) where i ≤ K . A state
of a MANET, called configuration and denoted by T , results from the aggregate states
of its nodes. In a configuration, the data-link layers of different nodes may compete on
the shared communication medium to broadcast. To provide the formal semantics for
SRBPT, we informally examine the behavior of three operators.
Prefix. The configuration [[(snd(m(u)), r).0]] : Q0 specifies that it delivers message
m(u) after a delay, exponentially distributed with rate r, to its underlying data-link layer
to be transferred to the network. The configuration [[0]] : m(u) is reached, in which the
data-link layer transfers m(u) to the network after an average delay of TMac , and the
configuration [[0]] : Q0 is reached. The semantic model of [[(snd(m(u)), r).0]] : Q0
has three states with two transitions; message delivery of a protocol to its data-link layer
is represented by a transition with the internal action (τ, r), while sending a message
from the data-link layer to the network is represented by a transition with the label
(nsnd(m(d), ), rMac) where rMac = 1/TMac.
Choice. In the configuration [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0 + (snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]] : Q0,
the protocol can deliver message m1(u1) or m2(u2). Following [2,18], we adopt the
race policy mechanism for choosing the delayable action to execute: the action sam-
pling the least duration wins the competition and therefore, the choice is resolved
probabilistically. Hence the transitions in Fig. 1 are achieved for this configuration.
The two transitions labeled by (τ, ri) denote interaction of the protocol with its data-
link layer, executed with the probability ri/(r1 + r2), while the transitions labeled by
(nsnd(mi(ui), ), rMac) denote interaction of the data-link layer with its environment.
A consequence of the adoption of the race policy is that when a delayable and an
immediate action compete, the immediate action is executed, since the delayable action
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[[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0 + (snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]] : Q0
[[0]] : m1(u1)) [[0]] : m2(u2)
[[0]] : Q0
(τ, r1) (τ, r2)
(nsnd(m1(u1), ), rMac) (nsnd(m2(u2), ), rMac)
Fig. 1. Transitions of [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0 + (snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]] : Q0
cannot sample to zero from the associated exponential distribution, FX(0) = Pr[X ≤
0] = 0. In other words, immediate actions take precedence over delayable actions. So
stochastically speaking, configurations have the maximal progress property [16]. To
achieve compositionality as explained in [16], this precedence is not reflected in the
semantic rules of Table 1. Instead, we introduce a notion of equality in Sect. 4.1 to
take care of it. We adopt non-determinism to choose between passive actions to execute
in a state. Therefore the behavior of the choice operator is probabilistic (for delayable
actions), prioritized (for immediate and delayable actions) or non-deterministic (for
immediate or passive actions) according to its operands.
Parallel. M0 ≡ [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[(snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]]B : Q0 con-
sists of two nodes with addresses A and B. The transitions are achieved using the
memoryless property of exponential distribution as shown in Fig. 2. In the initial con-
figuration, the actions (snd(m1(u1)), r1) and (snd(m2(u2)), r2) compete to execute.
If we assume that snd(m1(u1)) finishes before snd(m2(u1)), then the remaining time
of snd(m2(u1)) still has a distribution with rate r2. Therefore these two actions can
be interleaved. Likewise, after delivery of message m1(u1) by node A to its data-link
layer, this data-link layer and action snd(m2(u1)) compete to execute. Since the prob-
ability of having the same delay for actions (snd(m1(u1)), r1) and (snd(m2(u1)), r2)
is zero, there is no transition from M0 to M4.
M0
M1 M2
M3 M4 M5
M6 M7
M8
τ, r1 τ, r2
η1, rMac
τ, r2 τ, r1
η2, rMac
τ, r2
η1, rMac η2, rMac
τ, r1
η2, rMac η1, rMac
M0 [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0]]A : Q0 ‖
[[(snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]]B : Q0
M1 [[0]]A : m1(d1) ‖ [[(snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]]B : Q0
M2 [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[0]]B : m2(d2)
M3 [[0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[(snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]]B : Q0
M4 [[0]]A : m1(d1) ‖ [[0]]B : m2(d2)
M5 [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[0]]B : Q0
M6 [[0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[0]]B : m2(d2))
M7 [[0]]A : m1(d1) ‖ [[0]]B : Q0
M8 [[0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[0]]B : Q0
η1 = nsnd(m1(u1), A), η2 = nsnd(m2(u2), B)
Fig. 2. Transitions of [[(snd(m1(u1)), r1).0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[(snd(m2(u2)), r2).0]]B : Q0
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Consider the closed configuration [[t1]]1 : Q1i1 ‖ . . . ‖ [[tn]]n : Qnin on data-link
layer (TMac,K), where i1, . . . in ≤ K , and PUP is defined. Following the approach
of [18], its semantics is given by a labeled multi-transition system with the multi-set
transition relation results from the multi-set union of transitions T (η,λ)−−−→ T ′ induced
by the rules in Table 1, where λ ∈ {, r⊥} ∪ IR>0 (r⊥ is a shorthand for r × ⊥)
and η is the unobservable action τ or a network send or receive action nsnd(m(d), )
or nrcv(m(d)). Let t (rcv(m(d)),−)−−−−−−−−−→ denote there is no t′ such that t (rcv(m(d)),⊥)−−−−−−−−−→ t′.
Conversely we also use t (m(d)?,−)−−−−−−→. Let | {|t∗|t (rcv(m(d)),⊥)−−−−−−−−−→ t∗|} | denote the number
of transitions that t can make by performing (rcv(m(d)),⊥), where {| |} denotes a
multi-set. In Table 1 the symmetric counterparts of Choice, Sync2 and Par are omitted.
Table 1. Operational semantics of MANETs
(α, r).t
(α,r)−−−→ t
: Pre
t1
(α,r)−−−→ t′1
t1 + t2
(α,r)−−−→ t′1
: Choice
t[u/d]
(α,r)−−−→ t′
A(u)
(α,r)−−−→ t′
: Inv , A(d : D)
def
= t
t[u/d]
(α,r)−−−→ t′
∑
d:D t
(α,r)−−−→ t′
: Sum
t1
(α,r)−−−→ t′1 ID |= b = T
[b]t1  t2 (α,r)−−−→ t′1
: Then
t2
(α,r)−−−→ t′2 ID |= b = F
[b]t1  t2 (α,r)−−−→ t′2
: Else
t
(snd(m(d)),r)−−−−−−−−→ t′ i < K
[[t]] : Qi
(τ,r)−−−→ [[t′]] : Qi ·m(d)
: Snd1
t
(snd(m(d)),r)−−−−−−−−→ t′ i = K
[[t]] : Qi
(τ,r)−−−→ [[t′]] : Qi
: Snd2
t
(rcv(m(d)),⊥)−−−−−−−−−→ t′
[[t]] : Q
(nrcv(m(d)),r(t)⊥)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [[t′]] : Q
: Rcv1
t
(rcv(m(d)),−)−−−−−−−−−→
[[t]]′ : Q
(nrcv(m(d)),r¬s⊥)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [[t]]′ : Q
: Rcv2
t (rcv(m(d)),−)−−−−−−−−−→
[[t]]
(nrcv(m(d)),⊥)−−−−−−−−−→ [[t]]
: Rcv3
T1 (nrcv(m(d)),r1⊥)−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′1 T2
(nrcv(m(d)),r2⊥)−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′2
T1 ‖ T2 (nrcv(m(d)),r1×r2⊥)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′1 ‖ T ′2
: Sync1
T1 (τ,λ)−−−→ T ′1
T1 ‖ T2 (τ,λ)−−−→ T ′1 ‖ T2
: Par
T1 (nsnd(m(d),),λ)−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′1 T2
(nrcv(m(d)),r⊥)−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′2
T1 ‖ T2 (nsnd(m(d),),r×λ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ T ′1 ‖ T ′2
: Sync2
[[t]] : m(d) ·Q (nsnd(m(d),),rMac)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [[t]] : Q
: Bro
Pre, Sum, Choice, Inv , Then and Else are standard rules for basic process alge-
bras. Interactions between protocol t and its data-link layer are specified by Snd1,2:
when a protocol t transmits a message, it is delivered to the data-link layer, which
inserts it at the end of its queue if there is space, else the message is dropped. This ac-
tion is considered internal from the viewpoint of the data-link layer, and consequently it
cannot be synchronized with other actions, as explained by Par . After this synchroniza-
tion the data-link layer transmits the message with average time TMac . The sojourn time
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corresponding to a configuration that ends with a local broadcast (by a node) is an ex-
ponentially distributed random variable with rate rMac . Bro explains that the data-link
layer of a node transmits messages in its queue with rate rMac , while the network ad-
dress of the node is appended to this message. Rcv1 specifies that a process t can receive
a message successfully if it has a link to a sender (PUP ) and receives the message cor-
rectly (Prcv ). Therefore the probability of a successful receive action is r(t) = rs × rt,
where rs = Prcv×PUP and rt = | {|t∗|t (rcv(m(d)),⊥)−−−−−−−−−→ t∗|} | is the normalization factor
(since a protocol can non-deterministically execute multiple receive actions, the nor-
malization factor maintains the rate of the sojourn time of a configuration ending with
a local broadcast to rMac). However, if the node does not perform the receive action
which was enabled, then the node was either disconnected with probability 1−PUP , or
it could not receive successfully with probability PUP × (1 − Prcv). Therefore a node
with an enabled receive action does not receive with probability r¬s = 1−PUP ×Prcv .
This behavior is explained in Rcv2, by making the node perform the receive action
while the state of its process is unchanged. A node with no enabled receive action can
be synchronized with probability 1, while the state of its process is unchanged, as ex-
plained by Rcv3. Sync1 allows to group together nodes that are ready to receive the
same message. In this case, the probability of receive actions is a product of all re-
ceive coefficients. Sync2 explains what happens when a node broadcasts: the rate of
synchronization is the rate of broadcast multiplied by the probability of receivers.
Example. Consider MANET [[P (A)]]A ‖ [[Q(B)]]B ‖ [[R]]C with P (adr : Loc) def=
(snd(elec(adr)), r).0, Q(adr : Loc)
def
=
∑
lx:Loc(rcv (elec(lx)),⊥).0 +
(snd(elec(adr ), r).0 and R def=
∑
lx:Loc(rcv(elec(x)),⊥).0, on a data-link layer with
(TMac, 1). By Snd1:
[[P (A)]]A : Q0 ‖ [[Q(B)]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0
(τ,r)−−−→ [[0]]A : elec(A) ‖ [[Q(B)]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0
If node A broadcasts elec(A) and only B receives, then by Rcv1, Rcv2 for nodes B, C
respectively and Sync2:
[[0]]A : elec(A) ‖ [[Q(B)]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0 (nsnd(elec(A),A),r)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [[0]]A : Q0 ‖ [[0]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0
where r = rMac × rs × r¬s. If B broadcasts and C does not receive, then by Rcv3,
Rcv2 for nodes A, C respectively and Sync2:
[[0]]A : elec(A) ‖ [[Q(B)]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0 (τ,r)−−−→
[[0]]A : elec(A) ‖ [[0]]B : elec(B) ‖ [[R]]C : Q0 (nsnd(elec(B),B)rMac×r¬s)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
[[0]]A : elec(A) ‖ [[0]]B : Q0 ‖ [[R]]C : Q0.
4 From Configuration to CTMC
Our framework aims at the evaluation of MANET protocols by means of CTMCs de-
rived from the semantic model. Immediate actions give rise to non-determinism. To
obtain a CTMC, we need to eliminate immediate actions by means of an appropriate
congruence relation.
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4.1 Weak Markovian Network Bisimilarity
We adapt the notion of weak Markovian bisimilarity from [17] for our framework,
which behaves as weak bisimilarity [14] on immediate actions and as Markovian bisim-
ilarity [18] on delayable and passive actions. It is called weak Markovian network bisim-
ilarity: delayable and passive actions are treated as in Markovian bisimilarity, but they
may be preceded and followed by internal immediate actions.
Let Q(TMac,K) denote the set of states of the data-link layer, a queue with capacity
K and response time TMac . We write
τ−→∗ for the transitive closure of (τ,)−−−→ transitions,
and T τ−→ to denote there is no T ′ such that T (τ,)−−−→ T ′.
The definition of a weak Markovian network bisimulation is obtained in the same
manner as [16,17]: a passive/delayable action must be simulated by a matching step,
possibly preceded and followed by arbitrarily many immediate internal steps. Stochas-
tically speaking, the cumulated rate of moving by a passive/delayable action to an equiv-
alence class should be equal for each transition and its match. Since its match may be
preceded by internal transitions, for an equivalence class CR we let CτR denote the set
{T ′ | ∃T ∈ CR · T ′ τ−→∗ T }. An internal immediate step may be simulated, but can
also be mimicked by taking no transition at all, provided the equivalence classes match.
Definition 1. An equivalence relation R on configurations is a weak Markovian net-
work bisimulation if T1 R T2 implies for all equivalence classes CR ∈ (SRBPT ×
Q(TMac,K))/R:
– if T1 τ−→ then γ(T1, η, CR) = γ(T ′2 , η, CτR) for some T ′2 with T2 τ−→
∗ T ′2 , T ′2 τ−→;
– if T2 τ−→ then γ(T2, η, CR) = γ(T ′1 , η, CτR) for some T ′1 with T1 τ−→
∗ T ′1 , T ′1 τ−→;
– if T1 (τ,)−−−→ T ′1 then for some T ′2 , T2 τ−→
∗ T ′2 , T ′1RT ′2 ;
– if T2 (τ,)−−−→ T ′2 then for some T ′1 , T1 τ−→
∗ T ′1 , T ′1RT ′2 .
γ(T , η, CR) =
∑{|λ | T (η,λ)−−−→ T ′, T ′ ∈ CR|}, i.e. the summation of all elements in
this multiset. Since r1⊥+r2⊥ = (r1+r2)⊥ and r1⊥ = r2⊥ if and only if r1 = r2, γ is
well-defined. Configurations T1 and T2 are weak Markovian network bisimilar, denoted
T1 ≈m T2, if T1RT2 with R a weak Markovian network bisimulation.
Theorem 1. Markovian network bisimilarity is an equivalence relation, and a congru-
ence for configurations.
See [13] for the proof.
Example. The following equivalences hold:
[[(α, r).t1 + (snd(m(d)),).t2]] : Q ≈m [[(snd(m(d)),).t2]] : Q, r ∈ IR>0
[[(snd(m(d)),).t]] : Q ≈m [[t]] : Q ·m(d)
The first explains that immediate actions have precedence over delayable actions. The
second explains how an immediate action snd(m(d)) can be removed while its impact,
insertion of m(d) at the end of the queue, is considered.
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4.2 Markovian Semantics of MANETs
A Markov model can be derived from a MANET specification, if the non-deterministic
choices can be resolved by application of Markovian network bisimilarity: each con-
figuration equivalence class in the MANET is a state of the stochastic process, and the
transitions are defined by collapsing transitions carrying active actions between corre-
sponding configuration equivalence classes while adding up the rates; see Theorem. 2.
Definition 2. The derivative set ds(T ) of a MANET model T is the smallest set of
configurations such that:
– T ∈ ds(T ); and
– if Ti ∈ ds(T ), and Ti (η,λ)−−−→ Tj with λ ∈ {}∪ IR>0 and η ∈ {τ,nsnd(m(d), )},
then Tj ∈ ds(T ).
A Markov process can be derived from a configuration T if each equivalence class
[Ti]/≈m with Ti ∈ ds(T ) cannot move to another equivalence class by an immediate
action:
∀Tj ∈ [Ti]/≈m · Tj τ−→ T ′j ⇒ T ′j ∈ [Ti]/≈m .
So immediate actions are removed by weak Markovian network bisimilarity. Such a
configuration is called Markovian.
Theorem 2. Given a finite closed Markovian configuration T , let the stochastic pro-
cess X(t) be defined such that X(t) = [Ti]/≈m for some Ti ∈ ds(T ), indicating that
the MANET is in a configuration belonging to [Ti]/≈m at time t. Then X(t) is a Markov
process.
The proof is straightforward (cf. [12,18]). If transition rates are independent of the time
at which a transition occurs, the derived CTMC is time-homogeneous, so that it can
be used to evaluate the performance of a MANET in terms of different data-link layer
service quality, mobility models, and protocol parameter settings.
5 A Leader Election Algorithm for MANETs
In this section we illustrate how the SRBPT framework is applicable in analyzing MANET
protocols. For this purpose we use the leader election algorithm for MANETs from [27].
5.1 Protocol Specification
Each node has a value associated with it. In the context of MANETs, the leader election
algorithms aim at finding the highest-valued node within a connected component during
a limited period of time, when the underlying topology is stable. For simplicity the value
of a node is the same as its network address. Let ? ∈ Loc denote an unknown address.
We assume a total order on network addresses, where ? is the minimum. Election is
performed in three stages. In the first stage, a spanning tree is grown which (potentially)
contains all the nodes within a connected component by broadcasting elec messages,
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which make nodes join the election and send it in turn. To this aim, each node initially
sends a elec message after waiting 1/rheartbeat in average to receive from a leader in
its vicinity. After a node receives elec(xparent), it sets its parent to xparent and then
immediately relay the message. In the second stage, values are collected through ack
messages, which contain the maximum value of a subtree under a node and are passed
on to the parent in the spanning tree. Inner nodes of the spanning tree wait for an average
time of 1/rchild timeout to gather ack messages from their potential children and inform
their parent. On receiving ack , each node updates the maximum value it knows from its
subtree.
Node(sn : Nat , id , lid,max, parent : Loc, elec, ack : Bool)
def
=
[eq(lid, id)](snd(leader(lid)), rheartbeat).Node(sn, id, lid, max, parent , elec, ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 0)](snd(elec(id)), rheartbeat).Node(1, id, lid, id, id, T, T )  0
+[eq(sn, 2)](snd(elec(id)),).Node(1, id, lid, id, parent , T, T )  0
+[sn < 2 ∧ ¬elec]
∑
lx:Loc
(rcv(elec(lx)),⊥).Node(2, id, lid, max, lx, elec, ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 1) ∧ ack ]
∑
xmax:Loc
∑
xid
(rcv(ack(xmax, xid)),⊥)
.Node(sn, id, lid, if (xmax > max, xmax,max), parent , elec, ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 1) ∧ ack ∧ ¬eq(parent , id)](snd(ack(max, parent)), rchild timeout)
.Node(sn, id, lid, max, parent , elec, F )  0
+[eq(sn, 1) ∧ eq(parent , id) ∧ ack ](snd(leader (max)), rchild timeout)
.Node(sn, id, max, max, parent , F, F )  0
+[eq(sn, 3)](snd(leader (lid)),).Node(1, id, lid, max, parent , F, F )  0
+[sn < 2 ∧ ((elec ∧ ¬ack) ∨ ¬elec)]
∑
xlid:Loc
(rcv(leader (xlid)),⊥)
.Node(if (¬elec ∨ (¬ack ∧ xlid > max), 3, 1), id,
if ((¬elec ∧ xlid > lid) ∨ (elec ∧ ¬ack ∧ xlid > max), xlid, lid),
if ((¬elec ∧ xlid > lid) ∨ (elec ∧ ¬ack ∧ xlid > max), xlid, max), parent ,
if ((elec ∧ xlid > max), F, elec), ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 1) ∧ ¬eq(lid, ?) ∧ ¬eq(lid, id) ∧ ¬elec]
(snd(elec(id)), rhb timeout).Node(sn, id, ?, id, id, T, T )  0
+[eq(sn, 1)](snd(crash), rcrash freq).Node(0, id, ?, ?, ?, F, F )  0
+
∑
xid:Loc
(rcv(probe(xid)),⊥).Node(if (eq(xid, id), 5, sn), id, lid, max, parent , elec, ack)
+[eq(sn, 5)](snd(reply(xid)),).
Node(if (elec ∨ ¬eq(lid, ?), 1, 0), id, lid, max, parent , elec, ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 1) ∧ ¬eq(parent , id) ∧ ¬ack ∧ elec](snd(probe(parent)), rprobe freq )
.Node(4, id, lid, max, parent , elec, ack)  0
+[eq(sn, 4)](
∑
xparent :Loc
(rcv(reply(xparent)),⊥).
Node(if (eq(xparent , parent), 1, sn), id, lid,max, parent , elec, ack)
+(snd(leader(max)), rreply timeout).Node(1, id, max, max, id, F, F ))  0
Fig. 3. Specification of a leader election algorithm for MANETs
In the third stage, a node declares the maximum value by broadcasting the leader
message, if it is a root (on expiration of a timer with rate rchild timeout during which
acks are gathered), or it has been disconnected from its parent (on expiration of a timer
with rate rreply timeout to detect its parent). This message is then broadcast periodically
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with rate rheartbeat to reestablish leadership of a node, until it is challenged by a greater
value. If a node does not hear from its leader for an average time of 1/rhb timeout, it
initiates a leader election. The spanning tree can change during these stages, since nodes
can move into or out of a connected component at will. To keep the tree connected and
swiftly respond to changes, a node constantly checks the existence of its parent by
sending/receiving probe/reply messages.
The leader election algorithm is specified by the protocol name Node in Fig. 3. The
list of variables maintained by each protocol are: elec, ack of type Bool , where elec is
T when the node is involved in an election, while ack is T if the node has not sent its
ack message to its parent; lid , max , parent of type Loc, where lid denotes the address
of the leader (which is updated when the node receives a leader message), max is
the highest value the node is aware of in an election, and parent is the address of the
node’s parent in the spanning tree. The protocol is initially (or after a crash) in a state
with eq(sn, 0), eq(elec, F ), eq(ack , F ), eq(parent , ?) and eq(lid , ?).
5.2 Protocol Analysis
We focus on evaluating effects of some parameters like rMac and timer values
on protocol performance. We construct configurations by composing several
[[Node(0, , ?, ?, ?, F, F )]] : Q0, and examine message overhead and the duration from
the start of the election until all nodes have found a leader (called election time). It
should be examined that configurations are Markovian, and consequently by Theorem. 2
a CTMC can be derived.
Each node immediately sends a message when it is in the state eq(sn, 2)∨eq(sn, 3)∨
eq(sn, 5). It can be shown that the following equivalences hold (by constructing the
Markovian network bisimulation relation R = {(T1, T2)|∀Qi · i < K} ∪ {(T , T )} for
each equivalence relation T1 ≈m T2):
[[Node(2, θ, F, ack)]] : Q ≈m [[Node(1, θ, F, ack)]] : Q · elec()
[[Node(3, θ, elec, ack)]] : Q ≈m [[Node(1, θ, F,F )]] : Q · leader(lid)
[[Node(5, θ′, F, ack)]] : Q ≈m [[Node(0, θ′, F, ack)]] : Q · reply(′)
[[Node(5, θ, elec, ack)]] : Q ≈m [[Node(1, θ, elec, ack)]] : Q · reply(′), where elec ∨ ¬eq(lid , ?)
where θ abbreviates id , lid ,max , parent and θ′ abbreviates id , ?,max , parent . There-
fore, by congruence of≈m, in any configuration, nodes in the form of the left-hand side
of an equation above can be replaced by the corresponding right-hand side.
We exploit PRISM to derive the overall CTMC resulting from a MANET config-
uration. To this aim, we cast the resulting CTMC of each node to PRISM such that
its parallel composition with other nodes in the MANET results in the overall CTMC.
See the [13] for how the encoding is managed. We note that the cast CTMC of a node
in PRISM is dependent on all locations in the MANET (no modularity), and it is not
straightforward to write the code in PRISM from the scratch. We implemented the Loc
data sort using the integer type of PRISM (where ?, A,B, . . . are denoted by 0, 1, 2, . . .),
and so the cast of the configuration [[Node(0, , ?, ?, ?, F, F )]] : Q0 is well-defined.1
1 See http://mehr.sharif.edu/
˜
fghassemi/pcodes.zip.
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Then we can define desired properties in a well-known stochastic temporal logic,
Continuous Stochastic Logic [1], which has been extended in PRISM with rewards and
queries. By assigning a reward to each send action, we can compute the number of
messages sent during an election:
R|messages|=?[F lidA =? ∧ lidB = 0 ∧ lidC = 0 ∧ lidD = 0 ∧ lidE = 0)]
where the condition F lidA =? ∧ lidB = 0 ∧ lidC = 0 ∧ lidD = 0 ∧ lidE = 0 specifies
that all nodes will finally have a leader. We can thus examine the message overhead for
different implementation policies. We have also examined another implementation of
the protocol; the node tries to participate in the election of a node having the highest
value. Thus each node listens to the next election messages, and whenever it receives
one with a greater value than its own parent , it immediately changes its parent. We
use “single” and “multiple” election for the first and second implementation. In Fig. 4,
the trend of the message overhead growth is illustrated with respect to the number of
nodes for each implementation, which shows the nearly linear relationship between the
increase in the number of nodes and the increase in the message overhead. We used
the values for rhearbeat = 0.05 and rhb timeout = 6 × rhearbeat given in [27] and
rchild timeout = 0.02, rcrash freq = 0.000028, rprob freq = 0.1, and rreply timeout =
0.1. PUP is 0.7, and rMac is 10.
Fig. 4. Message overhead in MANETs of different size
We can compute the distribution function for the duration of an election (for a spe-
cific node) in which the highest-valued node is elected as the leader by
P=?[lidA = 0 UT lidA = max{idA, idB , idC , idD, idE}.
where the until operator UT computes the time between when the node has no leader and
when its leader has the maximum value. In Fig. 5a, the probability that this election time
is less than 40 seconds (for a MANET of five nodes with a data-link layer with capacity
2) is measured in terms of different values of Prcv and tchild timeout = 1/rchild timeout .
Fig. 5a shows that the optimal choice for child timeout in a network with varying Prcv
is 1.0s for the single election implementation. We can again examine the effect of pa-
rameters like PUP .
This probability is compared for each implementation when tchild timeout = 1
in Fig. 5b: the election time for the multiple election implementation is reduced.
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Fig. 5. Effect of Prcv and tchild timeout on election time (left). Probability that the election time is
less than 40 sec. for a single and multiple elections (right).
Depending on the quality of service metrics, election time or message overhead, either
one of the protocol implementations can be chosen.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have extended RBPT, an algebraic framework for the specification and verification
of MANETs, with stochastic concepts. This is useful for the analysis of protocols in
terms of environment (like data-link layer quality of service, mobility of nodes) and
protocol parameters.
We plan to extend SRBPT following the approach of [9], to arrive at a sound and com-
plete axiomatization. Then we can define a stochastic variant of linear process equations
(SLPE) for configurations, which can be exploited in the analysis of MANETs with an
arbitrary number of nodes. To this aim, we can also extract the embedded DTMC of an
SLPE and then use symbolic confluence reduction [3] or the SCOOP tool [26] to reduce
the SLPE. With an increase in the number of nodes, the effect of TMac on a MANET
can be sensed more.
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